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Whatever your level of CHAOS in your home and life, don't give up. There is a solution. Marla
Cilley's book, CHAOS to Clean in 31 Easy BabySteps will take you through a 31 day program
that will teach you how to live a life that is CHAOS free! Learn small BabySteps that build upon
each other in order to live a clutter-free life.1. Realize the power of what you can accomplish in
15 minutes.2. Find more time to enjoy life by eliminating stress and clutter one step at a time.3.
Build routines to eliminate all day cleaning sessions and make house work seem automatic.4.
Use time-tested methods that help you and your family enjoy your home and each other.5. Find
the free time to become what you were meant to be.
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You Ready to Get Started?I know that you have become overwhelmed by your home and the
CHAOS (Can’t Have Anyone Over Syndrome) that you have been living in. We are here to help
you! Keep in mind that your home did not get this way overnight, and it is not going to get clean
in a day. We are going to teach you how to take BabySteps and establish little routines for getting
rid of your clutter and maintaining your home.This system will work for anyone; it doesn’t matter if
you work outside of your home, stay home with children, are retired, or work at home. You can do
this; you just need someone to pat you on the back and give you a great big hug to get you
started. You have been living in clutter and CHAOS for many years; I do not want you to crash
and burn. This is why I teach you to take BabySteps. If you try to do this all at once, you are
going to be mad at me, because this will be like every other “get-organized” method you have
tried. I want you to take your time. As you establish one habit, you will very easily be able to add
another one to your routines.So, what are the rules for BabySteps?Establish small routines first
and then work up to more items. Don’t try to do a full-blown routine the very first day. FlyLady’s
routines are just an example to help you to develop your own. Pick three things for the morning
and three things for the evening.Consistency is the key to all of this. We have to take our time
with our routines. They do not happen overnight. It is the result of tiny changes over several
months. BabySteps! If you try to accomplish this without taking the BabySteps, your habits will
not be everlasting. BabySteps are the key. Yes, you can do your routines by looking at a list of
things to do, but they have to become automatic, a part of you, for them to be life changing.Take
your time and enjoy the process. Don’t feel pressured to do it all at once. This is worth going
slow. I did, and for once I didn’t throw in the towel; I did it one habit at a time. When I did fall, I
was able to pick myself up and start again at any time. It takes FlyBabies a month to establish a
habit. Believe me, I have tried everything to not do this. Nothing ever worked for very long. It
doesn’t matter if you miss one day; just get back on your horse and keep taking those
BabySteps. It is the practice that makes it work. Do not beat yourself up about this! Pace yourself!
Take your time with this! Don’t go too fast or try to jump ahead. This is worth the extra effort to go
slow. I know it is not in our nature to plod along. You are going to have to quiet this voice in your
head and take it one habit at a time. Consistency has its rewards.Are you ready to go from
CHAOS to Clean in 31 Easy BabySteps?Day 1Shine your sink!Keep it clean and shiny.Before
bed, make sure it is empty.Your First AssignmentYou may not understand why I want you to
empty your sink of those dirty dishes to clean and shine it, when there is so much more to do in
your home. It is simple. I want you to have a sense of accomplishment. You have struggled for
years with a cluttered home and you are beaten down. I want you to smile. When you get up the
next morning, your sink will greet you and a smile will come across your lovely face. I can’t be
there to give you a big hug, but I know how good it feels to see yourself in your kitchen sink. This
is my gift to you each morning. Even though I can’t be there, I want you to know that I am very
proud of you.Go shine your sink!Shiny Sink 101Follow this procedure the first time you shine
your sink. You do NOT need to follow this method every day. Just keep up the shine with a little
window cleaner. I want you to smile from ear to ear when you gaze upon your shiny sink. I have



heard every excuse in the world. Even old sinks can look new again with a little elbow grease.
Here is how you do it: BE SURE AND RINSE WELL BETWEEN EACH STEP OF THE WAY!Take
all the dishes out of the sink.Run some very hot water into the sink. Fill to the rim. Only do one
side at a time. Then, pour a cup of household bleach into the hot water. Let it sit for 1 hour. Now,
pull the plug with a pair of tongs. If you don’t have tongs, then scoop some of the water out of the
sink into the other sink and use your hand to pull the plug (wear gloves and don’t get the bleach-
water on your clothes).Rinse your sink well.Use some cleanser (Comet, Barkeepers Friend,
Ajax, or Baking Soda) and scrub your sink. Be sure you rinse ALL of the cleanser from the
sink.Take a sharp edge and clean around the rim of the sink, just like you would clean dirt out
from under your fingernails.Clean around the faucets, too. You may need an old toothbrush or
dental floss.Now, get out your window cleaner, and give your sink a good shine. If it is still not
shiny enough for you, then you could apply some car wax. This can help remove water spots and
protect the sink. Just know in your heart that you have cleaned it very well. It doesn’t have to be
perfect. Our perfectionism is what got us in this situation in the first place.Every time you run
water in your sink, take your clean dish towel and dry it out (I lay out a clean one, every night with
my before bedtime routine). Before you know it, you will be doing this every time you leave your
kitchen. No more water spots. You will have a clean and shiny sink.Don’t have a fit if someone
doesn’t take as much pride in your sink as you do. It is very easy to fix. You have already done
the hard part. You will never have to go through this process again. This simple daily habit will
keep your sink shining, but nasty hurtful words cannot be wiped away. Be sure and tell your
family what you are trying to do; they are not mind readers. They will think you have gone crazy.If
you don’t have a dishwasher, don’t worry. A dishwasher is just a dirty dish disposal unit. I have a
solution: clean out a place under your sink and put a dishpan in there. Teach your family to put
their dirty dishes in the dish pan, rather than the sink. Get into the habit of putting your dishes
away as soon as they have been washed and are dry. No more leaving the dish drying rack on
the counter or in the sink. Put it away under the sink when you have finished. If your old one is
nasty, go buy a new set.To make sure your family remembers this, put a note in the sink that will
remind them where to put the dishes. Be patient! They have never been taught to do this, either.
It is going to take some practice. “Thank you for putting your dirty dishes in the DIRTY DISH
DISPOSAL UNIT!” You may want to add a smiley face to the note.One more warning: Please
don’t mix cleansers like Comet with Windex (or other ammonia based cleaners). You can create
dangerous gases! It is worth repeating: rinse well between each step.A Blessed Moment of
InsightDear FlyLady,I’ve been a struggling follower for a long time, and when I read your stuff
about perfectionism, I thought “Good heavens, how can I be a perfectionist? I’ve been messy all
my life and forever sidetracked.” Then, this week, a monstrous ah ha moment happened.For a
long time, I’ve kept my kitchen sink shiny, even when things get chaotic around it. Monday I
came home from being away for the weekend, and found I had left a dirty coffee mug in the sink
and one side had a coffee stain in it. I had an immediate sinking feeling that once again I had
failed, that I may as well give up.But from somewhere came a voice that said, “How absolutely,



laughably absurd!! It will take less than a minute to fix that. You don’t have to be perfect!” Since
then I’m catching myself avoiding good routines because “It’s a mess, anyway.” You’ve talked
about that awful “P-word” (perfect) over and over, but it took a blessed moment of insight to
make it mean ME.I’m not religious, but I’m quite willing to call that a God breeze.Fledgling in
MO.“Shiny sinks in the morning help you start your day with a sense of peace!” ~ FlyLadyDay
2When you first get up:get dressed to lace up shoes,fix your hair, and face, too!The Importance
of Getting Dressed to Lace-Up ShoesMany years ago I was a Mary Kay Cosmetic consultant.
One main rule for the company was that you could not make a single phone call in the morning
unless you were totally dressed, and I mean really dressed, all the way to shoes! The reason
behind this rule was that you act differently when you have clothes and shoes on. You are more
professional. The customer can tell when you don’t feel good about the way you look. If getting
dressed makes that big of an impression on someone who can’t even see you, then what is
going to happen to those who can see you; mainly yourself!Putting shoes on your feet that lace
up are better than slip-ons or sandals, because they are harder to take off. Instead of kicking
your shoes off for a quick snooze on the couch, you actually have to go to a bit more trouble.
Maybe in that short instant you will realize that there is something more that you can do. With
shoes on those feet of yours, your mind says, “it’s time to go to work.” You have no excuse for not
taking the trash out or putting that box of give-away stuff into the car. You are literally ready for
anything that comes your way! Believe me, when you get that call from school that your child
needs you, you are ready!I don’t want to hear that you say, “We don’t wear shoes in your house.”
Well you do now! Go buy or clean up a pair just for that reason. It’s not going to be you who
tracks in the dirt anyway. You are still boss and you can require your children to remove their
shoes. What is the problem here? In most homes you have had trouble even finding the floor,
much less keeping the carpet clean. Teach your children to not track in stuff. Place a mat outside
the door for them to remove unwanted dirt and mud. I’ll bet you have ten pairs of shoes at the
door right now. What does that do to your vacuuming schedule? Have the children take their
shoes outside and clean them up, then put them in their bedrooms.Butterfly God BreezesDear
FlyLady,I’ve been trying to fly for a while, and some things are working for me, but other things
still haven’t sunk in yet. I had an epiphany today and had to share it with you. This morning, when
I was haphazardly going through my morning routine (I’m still having a hard time sticking to my
list), I knew that I needed to pick out an outfit to wear. My closet is still cluttered, so it’s not
always the easiest task.Something, maybe a God Breeze, maybe just the piled clutter in my
closet, caused a pair of shoes to fall from the top shelf to the floor. They were a cute pair of black
and white summer sandals with a decoration on toe. They had been hiding all winter on the top
shelf. I remembered how much I liked the shoes, and decided to make my outfit based on the
shoes. I found a skirt and top to match. (This was easier than usual because I’ve lost 20 pounds
of Body Clutter so far).I didn’t give the shoes a second thought except to kick them off when I got
home to relax (I know, I don’t always wear my lace-ups) Of course, I began procrastinating, and
not much has gotten done in the house this afternoon. That is, until I began reading my email.I



was reading the Butterfly emails one after the other, and was slowly getting motivated (I feel like
the FlyBaby from Israel - I want out of my lonely cocoon, too!). I got up from the computer and
started to pick up my room.The first thing I picked up were the shoes I wore today - and I noticed
that the decoration on the toes - while they look like flowers, are actually butterflies!!!!!Someone
is trying to tell me something! I want so badly out of this cocoon of clutter and body clutter - and I
want to be able to let someone in my life. I know I can do this! And with your kind encouragement
and reminders - and the encouragement from Above, I know I will succeed!I am going to be that
butterfly! Thanks so much for all you do, FlyLady and friends!FlyBaby K in VA“When my lace-up
shoes are on my feet, I feel empowered.” ~ FlyLadyDay 3Keep your sink shinyand continue to
get dressedwhen you get up each morning.Keep Shining Your Sink for the FutureToday we are
going to keep practicing shining our sink and getting dressed to the shoes.Your shiny sink may
just be the most important decision you ever make for your future! If a sink full of dirty dishes will
cause you to spend money eating out when you have food in the house, then a shiny sink might
actually help you release some debt.Getting dressed to the lace-up shoes first thing in the
morning is going to propel you into action. You are going to want to be productive. Putting your
shoes on tells your brain that it is time to get down to business.Shiny sinks in the morning help
you start your day with a sense of peace! The sink is a tool in the center of your kitchen. When
that tool is ready to be used at a moment’s notice, we don’t feel behind. We are not overwhelmed
by having to do yesterday’s dishes in order to put dinner on the table. My first habit was just to
keep my sink clean and shiny.When your kitchen is clean, then the rest of the house follows its
lead. Before you know it, that little shiny sink habit has your house looking pretty good! And all
you were required to do was keep your sink clean and shiny!That shiny sink is going to give you
patience, too. When your children want to help you make cookies, you will be excited about
teaching them. This is such a blessing to you and to them. They will be learning skills that will
prepare them for their future. You will be passing down your traditions. I learned to shine my sink
from my grandmother. Are your ready to FLY?Getting Dressed to Shoes Really WorksDear
FlyLady,I want to share that I have always followed your get dressed to lace-up shoes rule. I think
it is because when I was a child I grew up in mostly homes without carpet and so neither of my
parents ever asked for us to take our shoes off.Actually, I was quite poor as a child and grew up
with an alcoholic step-father and 4 siblings so we had much bigger fish to fry than worrying
about whether dirt got tracked in from outside!Anyway, I wanted to share that because I follow
your lace up shoes rule and so does the hubby - we have amazingly soft feet! It is so wonderful
when you do finally kick off your shoes and socks at the end of the day and play footsies with
your man or you and the kids rub footsies and everyone’s feet are pleasingly soft because you
protected them with shoes and socks!
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Ebook Tops Reader, “It Always works. I have been flying on and off. After each of my three
children FlyLady helped me to get back on track. At age 62 I discovered this book. I'm so glad.
Bought it immediately and know that it will help me to get back to organised and uncluttered
after a big move. Immigrated. I am going to give this book to my daughter. I know she will also
benefit from it after her babies.Thanks FlyLady”

Elsie H. Wilson, “You Gotta' Get This Book,. This is 31 days of sanity for those of us that are
overwhelmed by life, house and clutter. But it is more than that, Marla helps you limit yourself to
baby-steps! Because "want it all now" leads to more overwhelm! The FlyLady has been there
and now holds your hand!  FlyBaby, Fly!”

D. A. Larose, “life transforming. I love how Marley (FLYLady) sets this book up. I highly
recommend this and I recommend reading it one day at a time and following her lead.”

PATTI PIERCE, “FlyLadyPlus is Amazing. In Chaos to Calm, FlyLady explains the 31 baby steps
in an easy to follow along book with testimonies at the end of each day supporting that day's
steps. This is truly a book about giving up on perfectionism and giving ourselves grace to finally
love ourselves and our homes by blessing them.”

Sherri, “Fantastic! Brand new or not!. I've been with FLYLADY since 2007, so a decade...wow! In
the past few years there have been big changes in our family and I've struggled to keep up now
that (at 50) I've been babysitting a grandbaby the last year and a half. It finally dawned on me to
start back at the beginning and establish updated routines that fit my life now. Life changes
happen to all of us. This book is wonderful because whether you're brand new to FLYing or if
you've been around awhile, you will be either introduced to, or reminded of, helpful things that
you've forgotten or let go. The very things and ideas that allow you to have a peaceful and happy
home.”

Pen Name, “Excellent book. I have sink reflections but found it .... Excellent book. I have sink
reflections but found it difficult to get into the routine and stick to it. This step by step guide was
really helpful and I've been doing a lot better!”

Cristina from Guernsey, “Read this in several sittings . . .. But you can dip in and out at your own
pace. A gentle guide to getting rid of your chaos. I loved this little book! My new mantra -
"anything is better than nothing".”

Samantha Dore, “Battling perfectionism with easy baby step routines. I think this book is
excellent. I was looking for something to inspire and help me to defeat the constant battle with



keeping my home clean, tidy and running. I had got to the point where I couldn't think in my
home. After reading this book I can see where I am going wrong and am inspired to get going on
her advice and baby step programme! Also easy to read as on my phone.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Companion to Flylady system. I love this book, it is a good companion to
the Flylady system. It has really helped me to organise my home.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Really good I loved it”

The book by Marla Cilley has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 255 people have provided feedback.
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